No. 5-6/2009/PersIV/Pt

To

The CGMT,
All Telecom Circles and Metro Districts,
BSNL.

Subject: Refund of security deposit for declined DR Candidates—clarification -reg.

In reference to queries received from the circles on the above cited subject, I am directed to convey all the Circles Heads that:

1. This Bond Agreement shall come into effect from the date of joining for pre-appointment training in BSNL and shall remain in force until it is duly terminated.
2. The breach of agreement comes into effect after discontinuance of training or leaving the service before specified period in the bond. It is intended to indemnify the company against all losses or damages which the BSNL may suffer by reason of the breach of the terms of this agreement by the trainee.
3. The security deposit of Rs. 5000 may be refunded to all the direct recruited candidates who decline their candidature after attending the pre recruitment formalities but before joining Induction Training.

This letter has been issued with the approval of competent authority.

(A.K. Singh)
Deputy Gen. Manager (Estt.- II)
☎: 011-23734152 & ☏: 011-23725255